BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU WISH FOR,  The unwanted guests?

This report {HOLLOWEEN} is to tell others in some cases dressing up, your home, acting out death in a fun way weeks before Halloween can and does come to the attention of unwanted energies,

The family’s home was dressed up to be like a haunted house, fake blood on the floor for a big party,,, they wanted to be the best in there street,,, which it turn out that everybody had a spooky good time, this was all done for a children’s party

Things went back to normal , or so it seemed however , there was a different feel to their home, and just to tell you these people didn’t believe in thing like ghost, bad energy’s, and why should they,!!

Things started to change quickly both soon after they had problems with their jobs one being sacked the other working from home, this for me is how entities start to attach their energies to humans by breaking down the human in all ways and “feeding off” this, the next thing one of the adults reported that there was lumps in the neck which turned out to be blood clots, the professional doctors in these areas could not find why this had happen, the only solution was to give this person drugs to thin the blood down, these drugs are for the rest of her life

Can we as dowsers or people who are sensitive to energy’s help without reward

let me know? If we should help in any way

The short clip that comes with this report was given to me by one of the family. if you wish to see the clip email me or Peter and I will try and send it to you,

This story has no ending but just to be aware that there are other energy’s out there which may harm you or your family in some way,

Some think of interest The questions you should ask yourself what was or even still going on before you moved in to your home , are there energies that are harming you and your family?, and should we adopt what euro countries do, they have people like dowsers to check there land before they build homes on it,
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